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Björk once remarked, “If teenagers in Iceland are young and angry, they don’t 
form punk bands – they write poetry.” Fitting for an artist who has produced 
some of the most innovative recordings of the last 20 years. But Iceland’s 
Scandinavian neighbours, in all their sweeping, pastoral glory, have really 
taken this sentiment to heart, producing masterful pop band after pop band, 
who, with a recent influx of slinky grooves and pithy lyricism, have topped  
the charts globally.

When it comes to modern music royalty, Sweden alone is responsible 
for the largest export of pop music per capita in the world – despite being 
only slightly larger than that of New York City. Paving the way for a new 
flurry of intercontinental artists, and some 18 years after her last solo effort, 
Sweden’s prodigal daughter Neneh Cherry’s recent return ‘Blank Project’ is a 
tour-de-force, proving that with her melting pot of rap, soul and pop culture,  
she’s an act way ahead of her time. Teaming up with fellow Swede and disco 
songsmith Robyn for recent single ‘Out of the Black’ is nothing short of  
genius. The ‘Dancing on My Own’ singer is also no stranger when it comes  
to calling in a few local friends – from long-time partners Röyksopp to the defiant 
reworking of Saul Williams’ ‘List of Demands’ with electro producer and composer  
Jenny Wilson.

But it’s not just Swedish heavyweights at the forefront of this surge. You 
only have to look at the birth of platforms like popular club night and festival 

Ja Ja Ja and online streaming service The Nordic Playlist to feel the weight 
behind such an uprising – both initiatives working to showcase and promote 
the legion of artists that have sprung out from the Nordic territories over the 
last year. The evidence of this increased interest in Scandinavian artists is 
manifest everywhere, from Sony-signed Danish popstrel Mø, to emerging 
talent Elliphant, to the monumental success of Swedish luminary Lykke Li.

It’s particularly interesting to note that the vast majority of pop exports 
within the region are fronted or led by women – perhaps not surprising, 
as Scandinavia is known for its consciousness towards gender diversity. 
So what is it about the Scandinavian peninsula that breeds such a strong  
and hit-savvy artist? Is it spurred on and supported by the area’s strong social 
networks, or has the shift in music consumption contributed to the region’s 
global exposure? Either way, with the UK charts rife with teen heartthrobs 
and macho R&B, isn’t it about time we picked up some pointers from  
across the North Sea? 

Last summer saw Stockholm’s Icona Pop swoop into the UK charts with 
perfect ode to reckless abandon and worldwide smash hit ‘I Love It.’ The DJs 
turned synth duo’s track went Top 10 in thirteen countries, achieving gold 
in Austria, Belgium, Italy and New Zealand, platinum in Germany, Sweden 
and Switzerland, and double platinum in Canada. It also appeared on Lena 
Dunham’s HBO series ‘Girls’ during a pumping warehouse party (and Hannah’s 

foray into accidental crack smoking and string vests). As the chart-topping 
pair continued to bandy the summer anthem about, they also teamed up with 
some of the region’s most acclaimed pop behemoths, including Stargate (the 
Norwegian production duo behind Rihanna’s biggest hits) and Blanco and 
Shellback (responsible for hits by Britney Spears and Ke$ha), to lay down their 
debut record. And the pair aren’t the only act from the area ascending into 
commercial success.

Online music buffs The Line of Best Fit have long been championing the 
Scandinavian scene. Swedish imports NONONO were initially signed to the 
publication’s label, releasing the trio’s much-hyped debut ‘Like the Wind’ 
in early May last year – only to get snapped up by major label juggernaut 
Warner Bros shortly after. With their penchant for irresistible choruses and 
inspired melodies, the band’s track ‘Sacred’ also made it onto Kitsuné Maison 
Compilation; the French electronica label’s 15th instalment of the series.

Similarly, highlighted by Kitsuné’s annual mix, Scandinavian sisters Say Lou 
Lou picked up mainstream attention following their hook-up with the label, and 
went on late last year to make their major label debut with ‘Better in the Dark’ 
on Columbia Records. It would seem labels of late don’t have to look farther 
than the Scandinavian shores to find the next innovative take on popular 
music. So what is it that inspires such a wealth of home-grown talent, and 
since when did Scandi-pop just become de-facto standard for cool? 

Scandinavia hasn’t always been synonymous with cool. Nor has every 
artist from the area risen to chart-topping success or onto major label deals 
like that of Icona Pop and Say Lou Lou. In fact, a lot of its most successful 
and renowned pop outfits were initially met with mocking for the middle-of-
the-road, easy-win hits. Norwegian indie quartet Making Marks have noticed 
the sentiment attached to their native land’s musical outfits, particularly from 
its neighbouring regions: “In the Scandinavian countries, a Norwegian band 
was always very uncool and lacked trendiness. This probably has some 
historical roots, back to when Norway was a Swedish and Danish colony, and 
later when they had ABBA and Roxette and we had Lynni Treekrem.” Now, 
some 40 years on since ABBA took the title at the Eurovision Song Contest  
with silver-studded pop hit ‘Waterloo,’ it seems that the perception of 
Scandinavian artists has shifted and there’s almost a level of novelty to it all. 
“In Southern Europe, people seem to think that we are almost exotic! And our 
style of music goes well with the indie scene in countries like Spain, Portugal 
and Italy,” the group add.

Whilst it might not have originally been the trendiest of scenes, Scandinavia’s 
culture is a great example of social capital at work. Boasting a high degree 
of economic equality, low-level patronage and an extensive range of  
non-discriminating welfare programmes, the countries foster an environment 
that gives its artists huge amounts of creative freedom. It’s this kind of autonomy 
that can go on to hugely increase productivity rates, not only for the individual 
but collectively too. Electronic producer Jenny Wilson is one such artist  
to benefit from this cross-pollination of influences and strong social networking 
within the region.

Originally signed to The Knife’s Rabid Records, Wilson appeared on 
Karin Dreijer Andersson and Olof Dreijer’s 2003 ‘Deep Cuts’, offering up 
guest vocals on the track ‘You Take My Breath Away.’ The track is actually 
about Dreijer Andersson going to a First Floor Power show – the act with 
which Wilson first made her name on the Swedish electro scene. Wilson  
also appeared on Robyn’s promotional ‘The Rakamonie’ EP in 2006. “In 
Sweden, we have such a good social network, which makes it possible to 
have the time to create,” Wilson explains.

Hailing from Oslo, transcendentally fresh folklorists Mona & Maria are another 
act to collaborate closely with the region’s wealth of talented songwriters. 
Joined by some of Norway’s best musicians – Trondheim rockers DumDumBoys 
collaborators Bendik Brænne and Hans Friis, composer and electronica artist 
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Martin Horntveth and Kongsberg-born pianist David Wallumrød to name  
but a few – their debut ‘My Sun’ was released just last year on Oslo indie 
label Jansen Plateproduksjon. Nordic melancholia at its shimmering best,  
the full length is lead by the pair’s fearless innovation. “We were privileged  
to work with some really talented and beautiful artists that completed the sound  
in a way, but it was our vision and our songs that lead the process,”  
they explain.

It’s not just in the area’s strong sense of community but the social and 
political impact of internet access that makes Scandinavia one of the  
most connected regions in the world. According to a recent report carried out  
by the World Wide Web Foundation, “over 97% of the population of 
Norway are connected to the internet, making it second only to Sweden in 
global connectivity.” Perhaps this digital shift in music consumption could  
be one of the leading factors in their homegrown artists making it  
to international status?

“I’m actually very close friends to all of my favourite artists,” Wilson explains 
proudly. “[Scandinavia] is so small and yet there’s so much good music coming 
out of Stockholm and Sweden. I mean, bunches of amazing artists that you 
can hang out with.” But it’s not just the social capitol that is contributing to 
the region’s prolific song writing. Scandinavia’s democratic nature when  
it comes to streaming music has been responsible for a huge shift in the music 
consumption of the region.

According to the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry, 
Norwegian music sales were up 11% in 2013, thanks to digital streaming. A 
surprising statistic considering its neighbouring country Sweden was the home 
of file-sharing site The Pirate Bay, which facilitated worldwide consumption of 
illegal downloading of copyrighted material. The Swedes were so keen on the 
illegal streaming platform they even had a political party dedicated to it – the 
political Pirate Party, who actually won 7.1% of the Swedish vote and two 
seats in the European Parliament election in 2009. Jump to 2013 and piracy 
for music has severely diminished. So what has changed?

Today, music fans are spoilt for choice when it comes to reliable, unlimited 
access to new music. There is far less need for torrent sites to exist. It seems 
people finally feel as though music is worth parting their cash for. So much so 
that Spotify is estimated to be three times as big as iTunes in Scandinavia. It 
seems streaming platforms are making it easier than ever for their homegrown 
artists to make it outside of their Nordic surroundings. Vocalist and keys player 
Nina Bø and bassist Marie Sneve of Making Marks have also noticed the shift 
following their live shows: “When we first started in 2007, people bought CDs 
at concerts. Now they just ask us if they can find us on Spotify.”

The band have also wised up to the control that online connectivity now 
has within mainstream music too: “There is no way of escaping the society-
shaping powers of the internet, and that’s maybe one of the reasons why we 
release mainly on vinyl. Not only the album, but also our singles,” they add.

Online streaming service The Nordic Playlist is a fantastic example of a 
direct response to this influx of Nordic talent. Backed by the Nordic Council 
of Ministers and led by NOMEX programme director Anna Hildur, it provides 
an online springboard for all of the five countries (Norway, Sweden, Finland, 
Denmark and Iceland), highlighting these artists worldwide as well as providing 
a weekly snapshot of the hottest artists of the region. The online channel also 
works alongside other Nordic initiatives such as Norway’s WiMP (their regional 
streaming service).

Jansen Plateproduksjon is a label dedicated to pushing new Norwegian 
music and was responsible for putting out the recent debut from Mona & 

Maria. “In the last few years, a number of independent labels from Norway 
have been growing rapidly and getting attention abroad,” the girls explain.  
Indeed, in  2008, Distribution Alliance, the number one distributor of independent 
music in the US, launched in the Nordic region. The new division of the platform 
brought digital and physical distribution services to indie music companies 
operating in Norway, Sweden, Finland and Denmark. ADA gives labels  
access to a flexible distribution system, which essentially means they can 
benefit from many of the facilities of a major with the marketing sensibilities 
of an independent.

In Sweden, labels can apply for record funding twice a year, but this money 
will only pay for part of a recording session, rather than the full budget. 
Similarly, Norway is one of the most active government sponsors of music, 
budgeting 126.3 million kroner for the industry in 2010. But Making Marks still 
have their reservations: “It seems to be a misunderstanding that the Norwegian 
government is very keen on funding all good things (such as saving kittens and 
playing indie music),” they joke. “I wish that were true. We probably have more 
possibilities to get funding than in other countries, but it is not substantial.”

The Swedish Arts Council is probably the biggest player when it comes to 
music funding, granting around 11.5 million SEK (£1.3 million) each year to 
around 145 groups out of a possible 250 who apply. They also work to dish out  
24 million SEK (£2.16 million) to venues and close to 222 million SEK (£200 
million) to regional music organisations.

The Knife is one such act to benefit from the Swedish Arts Council funding, 
receiving an initial sum of 45,000SEK (around £4,600) to fund their first record. 
The band also went on to benefit from another 80,000SEK (£7,200) through 
their label Rabid, which went towards tour support for the band. Mona & Maria 
attest to the merits of the scheme: “We did get some support for one of our 
European tours, and we thank the taxpayers for that. But still, most of the 
funding for culture is directed towards classical music and more commercial 
artists. And with our new right-wing government there will probably be no 
money for indie music, kitten saving and love.” 

Throughout history, commercial pop has always tried to uphold a certain 
quality – a difficult feat to master if you’re on a limited budget. It’s thanks to the 
Arts Council funding that a lot of the area’s stand-out hits make their way onto 
UK dance floors. Becoming a hotbed for new talent didn’t just happen over 
night though, of course. The region’s continued pledge to showcase more and 
more unsigned artists is a far cry from our recycled reality TV documentary boy 
bands. In fact, the local UK scene seems to have gone so full circle nowadays, 
we’re sat listening to a new track from the original line-up of English trio 
Sugababes from way back in 2000. 

In the rolling fields of Scandinavia, their artists aren’t tied to big reunions 
from their heyday either. Instead, the government works tirelessly to offer  
up as many opportunities to new and rising stars as they can manage – be  
that from the region’s low-level patronage to their commitment to gender-
diversity – and not one of the women at the top of the charts is stripping ass-
naked and cavorting with a giant foam finger in order to sell records. Take  
that, MTV. Instead, our Scandi sisters are cultivating a new wave of pop  
hits using their independent labels as a springboard into future major label 
signing and charts. 

Whether it’s through the region’s newfound appreciation for digital music 
and penny-saving streaming or their suitably creative culture, right now, 
Scandinavia is by far the coolest thing on the planet. Just don’t judge them too 
harshly on their Eurovision efforts – once you’ve seen Björn Ulvæus in a ‘70s 
Afghan, there’s no going back.  
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